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1.

Executive summary

One of the objectives of Smart4Europe is to reinforce the Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE)
community relying on the existing collaboration between the first 4 SAE projects CPSE Labs, EuroCPS,
gateone and SMARTER-SI and the new SAE projects. Back-to-back to the DIH event organized by I4MS
in Madrid (October 2017), the first SAE workshop was organized gathering the first 4 SAE projects
and the newly selected projects all started in September 2017, Smartees, FED4SAE, Diatomic and
Tetramax. This deliverable reports the first SAE collaboration event in Madrid, references all the
major discussions and introduces the future plan.

Participants of the 1st SAE workshop were:

Front row: Isabelle Dor (CEA / EuroCPS, FED4SAE and Smart4Europe), Yannis Oikonomidis (Intrasoft /
Diatomic), Martin Palkovic (IT4 / Tetramax), Rainer Günzler (Hahn-Schickard / SMARTER-SI and
Smart4Europe).

Middle: Régis Hamelin (Blumorpho / gateone, SmartEES, FED4SAE and Smart4Europe). Clémence
Triffault (CEA / EuroCPS, FED4SAE and Smart4Europe), Sarah Mortimer (S2i / CPSE Labs and
Smart4Europe), Meike Reimann (S2i / CPSE Labs and Smart4Europe), Graciela Garrido (FundingBox /
Tetramax)

Last row: Pierre-Damien Berger (CEA / EuroCPS, FED4SAE and Smart4Europe), Holger Pfeifer (fortiss /
CPSE Labs, FED4SAE and Smart4Europe), Bernard Strée (CEA / EuroCPS, FED4SAE, SmartEEs and
Smart4Europe), Jérôme Gavillet (CEA / SmartEEs), Nuno Varandas (F6S Network / Diatomic)

Not on the picture: Marta Rencz (BME / EuroCPS, FED4SAE and Smart4Europe), Stephan Karmann
(Hahn-Schickard / SMARTER-SI and Smart4Europe)
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2.

Introduction

Smart4Europe addresses the Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) initiative. It aims to contribute to
creating and supporting the SAE ecosystem within the SAE area by




Connecting with the community and enhancing SAE growth by bringing on board SMEs and
mid-caps,
Multiplying and creating an SAE ecosystem and achieving growth through collaboration,
Enabling the next generation of SAE and growth in new sectors.

The objectives of WP2 “Collaboration within the SAE initiative” is to reinforce the SAE community
relying on the existing collaboration between the SAE projects finishing in 2018 (CPSE Labs3,
EuroCPS4, gateone5 and Smarter-SI6) and the projects starting (Tetramax7, Diatomic8, SmartEEs9 and
FED4SAE10). During the first years of SAE, a community has been created among the first four
projects. WP2 aims at reinforcing this community by sharing experience and best practice, by
extending its coverage through integrating the newly selected Innovation Actions (IAs) and by paving
the way towards its self-sustainability in future (e.g. building of the SAE ecosystem).
To foster the collaboration between the SAE IAs is key to the development and consolidation of the
SAE community and SAE workshops will be organized to strengthen and reinforce the SAE internal
collaboration, and share experience and lessons learnt within the SAE community.
The first workshop took place in Madrid on September 22nd, back-to-back to the Digital Innovation
Hub (DIH) event organized by I4MS.
This report provides a summary of the 1st workshop discussions, questions raised and actions to
come.

3.

Madrid workshop

The Madrid workshop was the first SAE workshop organized by Smart4Europe. It gathered the 8 SAE
projects for the first time. The Madrid workshop meant to pave the way towards the SAE community
building and the first target was to get the projects to know each other, to initiate the collaboration
between the eight projects’ coordinators or representatives. These 8 projects represent various
declinations of the SAE initiative, gathering different actors (RTOs, Academics, big players of the
industries, SMEs), covering a large panel of expertise and skills in Hardware (HW) and Software (SW).

3

CPSE Labs: www.cpse-labs.eu/

4

EuroCPS: www.eurocps.org

5

Gateone: www.gateone-project.eu

6

Smarter-SI: www.smarter-si.eu/

7

Tetramax : www.tetramax.eu/

8

Diatomic: diatomic.eu/

9

SmartEEs : www.smartees.eu/

10

FED4SAE: www.fed4sae.eu/
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Figure 1: 1 SAE collaborative workshop – Madrid – September 2017

3.1 SAE projects presentations
After a brief introduction by the Smart4Europe coordinator, the 8 SAE are presented respectively in a
couple of slides. The related slides decks can be found in the Annexe 2. The first 4 SAE projects
(EuroCPS, gateone, CPSE Labs and Smarter-SI), almost ending in September 2017 (month 32 and 33
of a 36 months duration, respectively), highlighted their outputs and raised some questions:


EuroCPS:
o Cascade funding project.
o SW; HW and new components oriented.
o 34 granted AEs all over the application domains, with 85% being cross-borders.
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o
o







The dissemination events during the 1st year were dedicated to the open calls
promotion.
Most EuroCPS are also partners of the new IA FED4SAE. Those partners not part of
FED4SAE are keen to remain in SAE community and they should be ready to join the
Smart4Europe market place.

CPSE Labs
o Cascade funding project.
o SW oriented.
o 23 granted AEs: collaboration with 23 SMEs located in 16 EU countries (very much
outside the core countries of the partnership).
o CPSE Labs is organized around its design centres
o Each granted SME is part of a so-called consortium constituted of the SME and the
dedicated design centre (RTO) and porting the proposal.
o CPSE Labs can be considered as a DIH with 5 competence centres.

gateone
o 48 demonstrators will be delivered by the end of gateone project as well as some IP,
22 demonstrators have been delivered so far.
o An extension of 6 months has been asked in order to investigate a co-investor model
perspectives (30 demonstrators and 200 M€ of revenues in 4 year time)
o Business oriented approach, e.g. opportunity to initiate a long-term business
relationship with a SME:
 SMEs do not receive money through gateone, they have to bring money
instead.
 This implies that the SMEs must be really motivated, must have keen interest
to the proposed AE.
o 734 SMEs were contacted and 30 to 50% showed interest in the proposed business
approach. Then business and technical negotiations yield to the 48 demonstrators.
o When the project ends, there will be no more funding (cascade funding or other type
of EC funding), the gateone approach will be very much interested to follow in order
get clues about the “After SAE project” period.
SMARTER-SI
o 11 AEs are granted, 4 were identified during proposal preparation and 7 during the
project by an acquisition process based on RTOs’ networking.
o 7 granted SMEs are members of the consortium and further SMEs have been subcontracted e.g. to run tests under real conditions.
o There was no cascade-funding, of SMEs.
o It is assumed that around half of granted experiments will survive beyond SMARTERSI. Indeed, if they want to go to market, the SMEs have to order the pieces from the
RTOs because of the constraints: small lot-sizes, but high added value.
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Then the 4 newly granted projects are presented:



FED4SAE
o FED4SAE is built on CPSE Labs, EuroCPS and gateone success.
o It will run 3 open calls targeting around 30 granted AEs.
o For each granted AE, a dedicated so-called consortium will be constituted with the
granted company (start-up/SME/mid-cap), the advance platform partner, the
industrial platform partner and the innovation management support.
o AE duration is expected to be between 9 to 18 months.
o Foreseen project will be SW/HW/new component oriented with no restriction on the
application domain.



Tetramax
o 7 M€ project, 3 years, 22 partners
o Tetramax is built on Tetracom project and success (technology transfer)
o It focuses customized and low-energy computing.
o It will run 2 types of open calls
 Bilateral one with a 3rd party and a Technology- and an Academic partner 
technology transfer
 Multilateral one with more than 3 partners and regarding the business
generation
o AE duration will depend on the type of call: either 3 to 6 months or 12 to 18 months.
o 2 types of project are foreseen:
 Projects with a local partner from the consortium
 Projects with newcomers entering Tetramax through the open calls and not
working with a member of the consortium.



Diatomic
o It deals with “Smart Anything” in the domain of Health, Agrifood and Manufacturing.
o 2 open calls will be organized (1.5 M€ per open call) and additional business support
will be provided.
o 15 to 50 experiments are expected per call.
o AE can be either independent (funding of 60 k€) or as part of the consortium
(funding of 200 k€).
o The first year, 3 in-house experiments will be supported (large scale demonstrators)
and the open calls will be launched by mid-2018.



SmartEEs
o 1 stop-shop.
o Budget of 4.5 M€ with 2.7 M€ for the industry (SMEs and midcaps).
o 20 AEs are targeted.
o Direct service and cascade funding service will be provided.
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o
o

Expected TRL are TRL4 up to TRL7.
The consortium gathered 7 competence centres, 2 SMEs (specialized in business
management and who will provide investors) and the European Business Network
(Ebn), in order to provide:

Project
trajectory
o
o
o
o

Business
support

Access to
Finance

Already constituted board of 34 members.
One continuous call with 5 cut-off dates for applicants.
SmartEEs has already open its market place.
Investors are part of the evaluation process, e.g. a project cannot be selected if it
does not pass the investors’ panel.

3.2 Smart4Europe
As it can be seen in the previous sections, the 8 SAE projects cover a large variety of:






Process: open calls, continuous calls
Grant strategy: cascade funding or not, dedicated consortium or project consortium
Open technologies: SW, HW, OLAE, etc.
Application domains
Market place creation

Smart4Europe will thus ensure liaison and close collaboration between the SAE projects to exploit
the synergies and maximize the impact towards the SAE ecosystem. For that purpose, all participants
agreed that SAE website (https://smartanythingeverywhere.eu/) should be enhanced to become the
Innovation Portal, the central contact point of the SAE initiative, in other words the service centre, in
order to support and inform newcomers and stakeholders, providing a clear picture of the SAE
landscape and opportunities:





To describe what is offered / available in each SAE project;
To offer a clear view of the SAE differences and complementarity;
To help innovative companies to find the right DIH to contact;
To connect granted SMEs to other DIH if they need.

Smart4Europe will also prepare a slide deck available for all the projects, presenting the SAE
initiative, together with flyers, poster and/or roll-up.
In the objective of fostering the collaborations among the SAE community, it is proposed to put into
place a shared calendar to compile all news, events where members of the SAE community are/will
be involved, to share an updated lists of events and dates among the partners.
Newsletters will be issued quarterly in order to promote all open calls and the major events the SAE
community members will attend.
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Smart4Europe aims at providing a market place through the SAE website and welcomes all
contributions by the partners. SmartEEs has already open a market place, FED4SAE is very cautious
about market place creation and its availability. Smart4Europe sees good opportunity of
collaboration between the partners.
Smart4Europe will leverage cluster activities by organizing collaboration workshops back to major EC
events (every 6 months at least). Possible events for 2018 are Hannover Messe in April, Digital
innovation Forum if such is organized by Artemis in May. Smart4Europe will check with the
Commission what are the plans for 2018 and then in 2019. Smart4Europe mentioned that they
applied for a booth at EFECs (Brussels, December 2017) and invites SAE partners for attending the
booth.
The possibility to organize a big SAE event inviting SMEs to present their success story is discussed
and experience/feedbacks are shared:




Such an event should be planned around 18 months in advance.
The event must be very specific, well targeted (application domains) and well adapted to the
SMEs’ expectations and needs.
To attract SMEs can be difficult (travel costs, time consumption).

3.3 Smart4Europe/SAE engagements
Smart4Europe invites partners to brainstorm about some questions raised by the SAE initiative.



What could be the next step, what is the vision of the future?
What will be the future technologies:
o



Smart4Europe proposes to develop a technology radar in order to map the digital
initiatives.
o Partners are invited to collaborate and provide contact names about the digital
initiatives they are aware of.
SAE initiatives competences:
o



Partners are invited to describe their competences in order to enrich the SAE
competences offers
o It is proposed to upload the information on SAE website in order to guide the SMEs
in their choice.
Best practise guidelines



o The newly selected projects have to be included into the discussion.
SAE brochure



o The next version of the SAE brochure is planned for the end of 2017.
Sustainability of the SAE Innovative Actions (IA)
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o



Blumorpho will contact every IA in order to collect their needs, the way they
proceed, their objectives, etc. in order to determine the possibility to set-up
common strategies, to stretch out the funding bodies (co-funding) that could
participate.
Support to the commission
o

Edition of a white paper.

The writing of the Collaboration plan by the newly selected projects (Diatomic, FED4SAE, SmartEEs,
Tetramax) is discussed. It is proposed to update the collaboration edited by the 1st SAE projects (CPSE
Labs, gateone, SMARTER-SI and EuroCPS) with the new projects and their plan of collaboration under
Smart4Europe leadership.

4.

Conclusion

The Madrid workshop was the 1st SAE collaborative meeting gathering the 8 SAE projects. The
projects were presented. Differences and complementarities were discussed. The importance of the
SAE website was highlighted and its objectives were shared among the partners. How to foster
collaboration, how to enhance SAE impact, how to pave the way towards the future were central to
these first discussions and will be key to the future collaboration meetings to support consensus
building of the SAE ecosystem, to perform a technology radar, to make strategic recommendation for
the future.
The next collaboration workshop will be organized back to back to LOPEC event (13-15 March, 2018)
in Munich.
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Annexe 1: Madrid workshop Agenda
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Annexe 2: SAE project pitch slide-decks
EuroCPS
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CPSE Labs
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Gateone
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SMARTER-SI
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FED4SAE
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Tetramax
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Diatomic
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SmartEEs
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